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Applying the dimensional shading graphic treatment to
Peanuts artwork results in an updated and contemporary
look to the characters. It brings the Peanuts gang into the
live-action world using basic shadows and reflections and
places them more naturally into the environment.
It is mandatory that the shading graphic treatment be
applied in all 3D, live action environments, including print,
online and all animated materials (2D or 3D). It is highly
recommended that the shading graphic treatment be
applied in all 2D, non-live action environments. The only
instances where the treatment must NOT be applied are to
the identity band, stationary, or business cards.
Any internal or external vendor may apply the shading
treatment to the characters, not only those artists and
animators that are pre-approved by Peanuts Worldwide.
The following pages address the proper usage for the
treatment, how it should be applied to the work and the
techniques to maintain consistency and easy editing.
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2-Dimensional (Flat) Environments. Both flat and dimensional characters are acceptable.

When to Apply Dimensional Graphic Treatment
While the shading treatment should be applied more
regularly, care and consideration should be used in
determining the appropriateness of adding the treatment
as it is a time-consuming process. Before dimensionalization
of the art begins, the concept should receive all necessary
approvals regarding final layout and Peanuts art.
In 3-Dimensional (photographic or real world) environments,
the graphic treatment should be applied as shown on the
following page.
In 2-Dimensional (illustrated or graphic) environments, it is
highly recommended that the dimensional shading graphic
treatment is applied to Peanuts artwork.
NOTE: It is not acceptable to place flat characters in a 3D world.
Nor is it acceptable to dimensionalize our Ambassador Snoopy in the
identity band.

3-Dimensional (Photographic) Environments.
Characters must be dimensional and shading must be natural and complimentary to the image.

it is not acceptable to add shading to Ambassador Snoopy in
the identity band

no flat Peanuts in photos

shading is inconsistent with the
photographic environment
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Before

After

Considerations
The basic considerations listed below are a starting point for
applying the treatment. However, each character should be
addressed individually, taking into consideration the lighting
and the overall environment that it is being placed into.
If artwork is black and white, start by coloring it using the
approved skin, hair and clothing colors set forth in the full
Peanuts Styleguide.
Considerations for Dimensionalizing the Graphic
1. Ambient light. The overall color, tone and light intensity
within the image.
2. Shadows and highlights. Always consider the direction
of the light source, the color of that light source and color
of shadow when shading.
3. Grounding. Add shadows and other elements as
appropriate, to anchor the characters to the background.
4. Focus. The characters should be central focus. The
foreground and background should bring the eye to them.
The following pages will illustrate how to address these
considerations in a step-by-step guide that will allow us to
have consistent and editable application.
Note: With more complex images or larger physical sizes, there may
be additional steps to consider in integrating the graphic(s) within the
environment.
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Considerations
Determining
direction of light

Ambient Light Color

Highlight Color
highlight

To create the most natural environment, start by analyzing
the photograph for some details that will help in your
shading. Keep in mind the intensity, color and direction of
the light or lights, including reflected light. Look closely for
those objects that you know to be “white” in the image.
Those will give you the best information about the color of
the light and shadows.
Note: Remember that the background photograph was taken in three
dimensional space. So, directionally, light sources can be in the depth
(towards the center) of the photo or even coming from behind the
viewer, not just from the left, right, top or bottom.

Shadow Color

shadow
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Place Vector Graphic
First determine your largest final output size so that you
are building to 2x final scale with an effective output of
300 dpi. As a pixel (raster) based execution, the art is size
dependent and may not scale up cleanly. Then if needed,
colorize the vector graphic in Illustrator, place the graphic
into its own layer in Photoshop as a Vector Smart Object.
Leaving it as Vector Smart Object will aid in scalability of
the final art. It is recommended that all creative concept
approval happen at this juncture and the dimensionalizing
take place as the final step before going into production.
Placing the vector can be as simple as adding the existing
art whole, or in some situations may require breaking the
characters and/or additional props into their own layers,
depending on the amount of interaction or overlap between
character and props. Generally, the more overlap, the more
likely you will need to separate them into individual layers.
Additionally, as the graphics grow larger (for oversized
outdoor applications, for instance) you may need to break
the characters themselves into smaller components to get
appropriate modeling. Meaning, you need a layer that
individually represents the head, torso, arms, legs, feet,
props etc.
Note: Properly label ALL layers of the document. If characters are on
their own layer, the layer should be labeled with that characters name.
If the characters, or other related elements, are broken into several
layers, the component layers should be labeled as to what they are
(shadow, head, background leg, foreground arm, etc.) and those layers
should be grouped in a layer group (see at left).
As a contingency for other uses, it is recommended that you build
at 2x the size needed for your application (unless your application is
already oversized, ie., characters are greater than 12 inches tall).
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Ambient Light
Apply and adjust a Gradient Overlay that is complimentary
to the overall image color and intensity. Using the figures
pictured below as a starting point, begin to adjust the
gradient so that it begins to feel a bit more integrated. It
doesn’t have to be perfect; you will come back and adjust
these after a few more steps.
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Shadow Color and Depth
Apply and adjust a Color Overlay that is complimentary
to the existing shadows in the image. Using the figures
pictured below as a starting point, begin to adjust the
gradient so that it begins to feel a bit more integrated. It
doesn’t have to be perfect; you will come back and adjust
these after a few more steps.
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Highlight Color and Intensity
Apply and adjust an Inner Shadow that is complimentary to
the color, direction and intensity of the photo’s light source.
Using the figures pictured below as a starting point, begin
to adjust the gradient so that it begins to feel a bit more
integrated. If the image doesn’t feel quite integrated or the
colors seem off, now you can go back through the previous
two filters and make some minor adjustments until it is
correct.
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Grounding Shadows
After you’ve created the shading and highlights on the
graphic you need to ground the object(s) in the photo.
Create a new layer in Photoshop and label it “shadow”.
Move it below the graphics layer. Using the same or similar
color that you used on the Color Overlay, airbrush in
appropriate shadows below the graphic. Set the layer to
“multiply” and adjust its depth with transparency.
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Grounding Elements
After you’ve created the shadow, you may need further
foreground elements to ground the object(s) in the photo.
In this case, grass. Create a new layer in Photoshop and
label it “grass.” Move it above the graphics layer. Using the
clone tool with an appropriate brush, clone the grass into
the foreground.
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Focus
Now that the graphic element is integrated into the photo,
you need to ensure that the focus is on the subject by using
Lens Blur or Tilt Blur from the Effects menu to adjust the
amount of blur until it feels natural.
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Finalizing
Now all the elements are integrated. Save the file as a
layered PSD so that it continues to be editable.
Done properly, the same graphic can be repurposed into a
dramatically different photo with only minimal adjustments
in the three Layer Style effects.
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Web Presence

So, let me show you around our improved
call center.

It used to take weeks or months to get
life insurance.

Now people can buy a term life policy in a
single phone call.

That should do it. Congratulations, Ma’am.
I’ve just completed your new policy.

Did I mention he’s cute?

She’s not supposed to do that.

Legal: Individuals ages 18 through 40 buying $500,000 or less of 10, 15 or 20 year term
life insurance may be eligible to complete their purchase in a single phone call.

Now please enjoy this hold music...

United States National Television Advertising

...performed by the world’s cutest, sweetest,
cutest, musician ever.
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oFFER ENHANCED SECURITY To YoUR CLIENTS
WITH METLIFE INCoME GUARD.
SM

IT’S A NEW DAY FOR INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY
INSURANCE AT METLIFE.

You can help your clients guard their income from loss due to disability with MetLife Income
Guard. Our new individual disability insurance product features a non-cancellable and
guaranteed renewable base policy and 20 optional riders to help you design the right policy for
your clients*. With new, specific definitions for medical professionals and some of the industry’s
highest coverage limits, MetLife Income Guard offers more protection at competitive prices.

Welcome to a new approach to Individual Disability Insurance. Experience our streamlined
service, refined medical guidelines and lower premiums for many of your key clients. And soon
our new versatile product will hit the market with some of the industry’s highest coverage
limits and competitive prices.

See how we’re working for you by contacting a MetLife Wholesaler today.

See how we’re working for you by contacting a MetLife wholesaler today.

For Producer Use Only. Not for Use With the General Public.
* All riders are not available in all states, to all issue ages or to all occupational classes. Contact your MetLife representative for details.
©2013 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, NY 10166 L0413317639[exp0414][xGU,MP,VI] PEANUTS © 2013 Peanuts Worldwide

For Producer Use Only. Not for Use With the General Public.
©2013 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, NY 10166 L0313312356[exp0314][xGU,MP,VI] PEANUTS © 2013 Peanuts Worldwide
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METLIFE INCOME GUARD. IT’S WHAT HAPPENS
WHEN WE LISTEN TO YOU ABOUT DISABILITY.
INTRODUCING METLIFE INCOME GUARD INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY INSURANCE.
Broker dealers and producers have been asking for a non-cancellable, guaranteed renewable
product with unbundled riders, and medical and dental-specific definitions of disability. With
MetLife Income Guard, we’ve delivered. Our flagship product offers some of the highest
coverage limits in the industry and competitive prices.
See how we’re working for you by contacting a MetLife Wholesaler today.
For Producer Use Only. Not for Use With the General Public.
©2013 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, NY 10166 L0313312356[exp0314][xGU,MP,VI] PEANUTS © 2013 Peanuts Worldwide
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METLIFE IS TURNING OVER A NEW LEAF IN
INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY INSURANCE.
Over the last year we’ve streamlined our service processes to deliver underwriting quotes on
your cases faster—in 24 hours or less. And that’s not all. Coming soon—a new product with the
industry’s highest coverage limits in certain occupation classes at competitive prices.
See how we’re working for you by contacting a MetLife Wholesaler today.
For Producer Use Only. Not for Use With the General Public.
©2013 Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, New York, NY 10166 L0313312356[exp0314][xGU,MP,VI] PEANUTS © 2013 Peanuts Worldwide

Environmental Branding
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World Baseball Classic

peanuTs Wall

MetLife Stadium
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